
 

 

THE MARITIME AIR VETERANS ASSOCIATION (MAVA) 

The Maritime Air Veterans Association(MAVA) was established in Ottawa in 2013 as the replacement 
organization to the Ottawa Wing of VP International(VPI). The VPI Wing had long existed in Ottawa but as the 
years progressed its membership continued to fall so that by 2013 few members were paying dues or 
attending meetings. While there was a large number of former VP aviators  retired in Ottawa, and although 
many wished to support the occasional fraternal gathering of old comrades, they were concerned that there 
was a general lack of purpose to the VPI meetings and that there was no substantive reason to meet on a 
regular basis or to continue paying dues.   In response the President of the Day, Tap Fawcett, called for a 
complete review of the situation with the aim of proposing a new or improved meeting purpose and format 
for the Wing. 

A study group was formed (Duane Daly, Tap Fawcett, Brian Wattie & Paul Baiden) in early 2013 and a large 
body of former VP members attended a meeting on 28 November 2013 to receive the Study Group report and 
its recommendations.  It was noted with regret that the VPI Wing in Comox had shut down and that, similarly, 
there was no apparent enthusiasm to maintain a VPI Wing in Ottawa as there was no real sense of relevance 
or purpose associated with VPI in Ottawa.  However, the Study Group pointed out two very significant points 
of potential relevance in its report to the attending group: 

a. all retired VP Aviators in Ottawa were in fact Veterans and that there was an important role for them 
to play in Veterans advocacy; and 

b.  the retired Maritime Air community in Ottawa was very large and included many more persons that 
just those of the VP community. These included former Naval Air, HS, VS and MR aviators as well as all 
those technical, administrative and logistic persons who had supported Maritime Air Operations and 
who were  equally  concerned with the many issues related to Maritime Air and its future. As such, 
there existed a very large pool of former Maritime Air personnel who would be potential members if 
the VPI wing could expand its mandate.  

 
The Study recommended that these points of relevance should form the basis for any potential restructuring 
of the Wing: specifically,  that it should take on a dual advocacy role related both to Veterans Support and 
Maritime Air development, and that it could expand its membership by opening its doors to all former 
Maritime Air aviators and to those who supported Maritime Air operations.  The attendees enthusiastically 
endorsed these recommendations but also noted the Study Group’s reservation that such an enhancement to 
membership could not be accommodated within the VPI mandate and that a new structure would be 
required. In respect of the members’ status as “veterans” the attendees voted to retire the VPI Ottawa Wing 
and to establish a totally new Association entitled as The “Maritime Air Veterans Association”. 
 
With a prime purpose and membership as discussed above, the approximate 80 registered members have 
agreed that MAVA should have 3 business luncheon meetings each year with a Guest Speaker and a mixed 
Social Evening with spouses in September.  Dues have been confirmed and a new Executive was implemented 
as of May 2015 consisting of  President(Duane Daly), Vice President(JeffTasseron),Treasurer/Membership(Bob 
Moffatt), Secretary(Jim McCutcheon), Meeting Coordinator (Ivan Hawley & Assistant,Fred Forbes), 
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 Entertainment (Paul Baiden) , Sports (Jim Ward) and Past President(Tap Fawcett). Most significantly, the 
members were greatly pleased that former Commander of MAG, LGen (Ret’d) Paddy O’Donnell had graciously 
agreed to serve as the Association’s Honorary President. 
 
A constitution for the National MAVA Association has been approved as well as the Bylaws for the National 
Ottawa Wing. A draft website is under construction and membership initiatives to enrol new members is 
proving successful. In terms of Veterans Advocacy the MAVA has joined the “Veterans Assembly” group under 
the leadership of the Legion and remains proactive in developing advocacy input to VAC.  It is hoped that the 
future may see the establishment of additional MAVA Wings. 
 
Additional information may be obtained through the MAVA  Secretary, Bob Blouin,  at  lebob.blouin@bell.net. 
 
 
Duane Daly 
President 
Maritime Air Veterans Association  
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